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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITION OF TERMS USED
The presentation of a Graduate Recital can be a
meaningful experience to the performer provided that he
is adequately prepared.
important aspects:

This preparation involves two

(1) the research and analysis, and

(2) the acquisition of skill in performance.

I.

THE PROBLEM

Statement of the Problem
It was the purpose of this study to:

(1) trace a

brief history of the sonata up to the Classical period;
and (2) analyze and compare Brahms' Sonata (E-flat
major) for Clarinet and Piano, Op. 120, No. 2 to that
of Hindemith's Sonate for Clarinet and Piano.
Importance of the Study
This study which entails research and analysis is
one aspect of the preparation that is needed for a
Graduate Recital.

Through research and analysis, know-

ledge and understanding of the recital pieces can be
acquired.

This is important to the performer in that he

will be able to more fully express and interpret with his

2

instrument the intent of the composer.

This paper

presents only one aspect of the recital preparation.
The other aspect is the acquisition of performance skills
through many hours of practice.

Research, analysis, and

practice are essential to the performer if an adequate
and gratifying experience is to be gained from a Graduate
Recital.

The writer expects to be a better musician and

a more adequate teacher as a result of this preparation
and the presentation of a recital.

II.

DEFINITION OF TERMS USED

Augmentation
A melody or phrase which has been lengthened by
doubling the time-value of its notes (17:40).
Baroque Period
Period in music history between 1600 to 1750
which was characterized by large-scale productions,
spectacular musical contrasts, and an over-all grandeur
(12:67).
Cadence
A harmonic progression which concludes a musical
phrase (17:100).

3
Canon
A contrapuntal device in which one melodic line
is initiated by one or more other lines, each entering
before the previous line has been finished, so that
overlapping results (17:107).
Classical Period
Period in music history between 1750 to 1820
which can be described as objective, showing emotional
restraint, polish, refinement, and a certain amount of
superficiality (12:114).
Coda
"A passage, long or short, at the end of a piece or
movement, which extends the ideas which have already received logical or symmetrical expression and brings the
work to a satisfying conclusion" (17:146).
Counterpoint
"The combination of two or more independent parts
in a harmonious texture"

(17:161).

Disjunct
Notes that move upwards or downwards in leaps.
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Gebrauchsmusik
A German term which can be translated as "functional music" and applied to some Twentieth Century
music.

A movement started by some composers, especially

Paul Hindemith, to lessen the gap between modern music
and the public (12:178).
Motive
The smallest musical idea from which a musical
composition can be developed (15:34).
Neoclassical Counterpoint
A contrapuntal form which gives greater attention
to the melodic contour of lines, the linear aspect,
rather than to the harmonic effects (12:182).
Theme
A melody which is the chief idea, or one of the
chief ideas in a composition (17:655).

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Much has been written regarding the history of
the sonata, and each author seems to present his own
interpretation.

This paper will present a brief history

of the sonata with an analysis and comparison of one of
Brahms' and Hindemith's Clarinet Sonatas.

I.

DEFINITION OF SONATA

The word "sonata" has carried various meanings
throughout its history.

First of all, the term came from

the Latin "sonare" meaning to sound.

The term first was

used to mean a "sound-piece", which indicated one to be
played on an instrument as distinguished from a "cantata"
(cantare, to sing), a piece to be sung, or a "toccata"
( toccare, to touch) , a "touch-piece" , which was in tended
for a "keyboard instrument" (14:2055).

Thus, the term

"sonata" was used in the early seventeenth century to indicate that a composition was to be played by an instrument

(7:376).
During the Classical period the title sonata
carried another meaning.

It implied a "solo or chamber

instrumental cycle of aesthetic or diversional purpose,
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consisting of several contrasting movements that are
based on relatively extended designs in 'absolute' music"
(13:19).

A more simplified definition was printed in

Rousseau's extended article of 1755 as "an instrumental
piece consisting of three of four consecutive movements
of different character" (13:23).

In Schultz's article of

1755 he defined a sonata as:
• • • an instrumental piece (consisting) of two,
three, or four successive movements of different
character, which has one or more melody parts, with
only one player to a part. Depending on the number
of concertante, melody parts that it has, a sonata
is described as (being) a' solo, a' due, a' tre',
etc. ( 13: 23) •
In the present sense the term sonata signifies a
composition of a dignified character, consisting of two
to four movements written for solo piano, or for piano
with another instrument (2:168).

Sonatas which are

written for piano and another instrument are entitled
"a sonata for violin and piano", or "a sonata for clarinet
and piano", or whatever the instrument may be.

The two

instruments are of equal importance and must not be
thought of as a piano part and a solo part (7:376).
The order of the movements in a sonata is determined
by the tempo of each movement.

In a three movement sonata,

the order as to tempo is:
1st Movement:

fast with occasionally a slow introduction added.
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2nd Movement:

slow

3rd Movement:

fast (7:380).

In a four movement sonata, the order as to tempo is:
1st Movement:

fast with occasionally a slow introduction added.

2nd Movement:

slow

3rd Movement:

medium or fast

4th Movement:

fast (7:380).

However, quite frequently the four movement sonata has
the two middle movements in reverse order.
The types of musical forms used in a sonata are
many.

The first movement, of course, uses a sonata-allegro

form although there are exceptions.
in a slow tempo, uses several forms.

The second movement,
The most common

is the theme with variations or a rondo form in ABA.
Also, the song form or the sonatina form is used.

Even

the sonata-allegro form is employed, but it is rather
unusual.

This second movement is unpredictable as to

which form it uses.

The third movement most often uses

the song form which is a minuet or a scherzo with a
repeated trio and an ABACA form which uses a minuet or
scherzo with two trios.

The fourth movement or the finale

uses again the sonata-allegro or a rondo form (2:170,
7:381-382, 12:118-120).
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Sonata has another definition when the word "form"
is added.

"Sonata form" denotes a specific type of

single movement.

Besides "sonata form," the term

"sonata-allegro form" or "first-movement form" are also
used (7:381).
The most significant structural principle involved
and established in the Classical period is 'sonata
form'. Subject to certain modifications, it is the
basis for nearly all instrumental music of the
period: the symphony, the concerto, chamber music,
and the keyboard sonata (12:118).
The sonata form follows a basic structural plan
which consists of an exposition, development and recapitulation.

The following is the breakdown of the three

sections:
EXPOSITION - Two principle thematic materials.
1.

Theme A in tonic key

2.

Modulating transition called the bridge or
episode. Moves to dominant key if the
sonata is in major or the relative major
if the sonata is in minor key.

3.

Theme B in dominant or relative major key

4.

Closing section called the codetta or closing
theme.

DEVELOPMENT - Modulating thematic material taken from
the exposition which passes through several keys.
RECAPITULATION - Restatement of thematic material similar to the exposition.
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1.

Theme A in tonic key

2.

Bridge or episode which remains this time in the
tonic key

J.

Theme B in tonic key

4.

Closing section in tonic key (9:16, 12:118-119).
II.

HISTORY OF THE SONATA

To trace the history of the sonata, one first has
to start with two early forms, the canzona and the dance
suite.

As these two forms developed they changed into

the sonata da chiesa and the sonata da camera respectively.
From these two forms, they eventually joined forces and
settled into the sonata.
Canzona
The canzona as an instrumental piece developed
from the French chanson, a vocal form of the sixteenth
century.

The composers of the Renaissance treated it either

as a vocal or instrumental piece (17:111).

From an instru-

mental standpoint, the canzona was one of the earliest
musical forms in the instrumental medium.

The first

instrumental canzoni were arranged for lute and organ
(16:12).

The canzona had a long fugue like theme which

was imitated in all voices.

It was lively and had con-

trasting tempi and meters which often employed the same
melody (12:54).
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The first true instrumental canzona to be bibliographically recorded was not until 1572.

It was pub-

lished by Nicola Vicentino in Milan and entitled La Bella.
A very important distinction was made by this piece with
its subheading of "canzone da sonar."

Up to this time a

canzona could have been performed by vocal or instrumental
groups or by both.

Now, composers started specifying which

group they had in mind.

It was at this point that instru-

mental music departed from vocal music (16:17).
The canzoni went through changes of style and form,
and finally settled into the sonata in the early part of
the Baroque period.
very gradually.

This change, of course, came about

Before the sonata actually became a form

of its own, elements of the sonata style could be traced
in the canzoni.

This was evident in the organ canzoni of

Andrea Gabriell and in the instrumental canzoni of the
sixteenth century.

Yet, many early sonatas contained

elements of canzona style long after the sonata took its
own form (16:40).
The earliest examples of sonatas were by Turini
and were published at Venice in 1624.

They consisted of

one movement with fugue and imitation throughout (14:2055).
Other composers of early sonatas were men such as
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Giovanni Gabrieli, Giovanni Paolo Cima, Salomone Rossi,
and Biagio Marini (16:39).
Sonata da chiesa
The church sonata or the sonata da chiesa
appeared in the second half of the seventeenth century
in Italy.

This sonata originated when church organists

started using string ensembles for portions of the musical
part of the Roman Catholic services.

The music for the

string ensembles was chosen from early sonata literature
which existed at the time (16:49).
The church sonata settled into a four movement sonata
influenced largely by Arcangelo Corelli and his contemporaries.

Its first movement was slow and homophonic or

imitative; the second was a fast fugal Allegro; the third
and the fourth movement was a fugal or homphonic Allegro
or Presto (14:2055).

These sonatas did not have any

definite plan of key contrasts between movements, although
occasionally the third movements were in a relative key.
At times a movement would even end on the dominant and go
directly into another movement (12:98).
The transformation of the canzona into the early
sonata, and the early sonata into the sonata da chiesa
encompassed the seventeenth century.

During this same

time another development was taking place.

This was in
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the field of dance music or dance suites, which developed
later into the sonata da camera (16:59).
Dance Suite
The dance suite began its existence around the
middle of the seventeenth century.

It evolved from the

sixteenth century dance pairs which consisted of two contrasting movements (17:6J2).

The first movement was a

relatively slow, stately dance in duple meter.

The

second movement was a lively dance in triple meter which
had a melodic similarity to the first (16:59).
As the sixteenth century dance pairs matured, they
took on other characteristics.

Formerly, the movements

had a single note-against-note texture with a solid
rhythmical pulse.

By the second half of the seventeenth

century the dances lost that characteristic due to the
fact of acquiring:

(1) contrapuntal devices; (2) a

basso continuo, which gave the upper parts more rhythmic
diversity and figuration; and (3) a self-contained melody
(16:68).

Now the dance pairs became dance suites.

They

had four standard dances instead of the two in order of
allemande, courtante, sarabanbe, and gigue.

Besides these

dances, various optional dances were included in the
suite such as the gavotte, bourree, minuet, and others

(12:91).
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Sonata da camera
The sonata da camera or chamber sonata was an
instrumental work of the late seventeenth and early
eighteenth century.

It was derived from the dance

suite and consisted of four dance movements (8:908).
The Italian term sonate da camera was first
transplanted to the suite by Johann Rosenmuller (16201684) in his sonate of 1677.

His sonate followed the

order of Sinfonia, Allemanda, Correnta, Ballo, and
Sarabanda (17:622).
By

the end of the seventeenth century there were

two types of sonatas, the sonata da chiesa and the
sonata da camera.

As these two sonatas began influ-

encing each other, they took on each other's characteristics.

As this happened the distinction between the

two slowly disappeared and settled into one, the sonata
(16:79).
Baroque and Classical Sonatas
The popularity or the spread of the sonatas depended
on the musical centers where they were developed and on
the publishers in those centers.

During the Baroque

period the sonatas grew in a few centers of northern Italy
and then managed to spread throughout Europe.

However, in
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the Classical period the sonatas took an opposite path.
They appeared from the beginning in many centers of
Europe.

In both periods, the sonatas were influenced

by the Italians at the start and by the great masterworks from Austro-German centers at the end (13:59).
The sonatas of the Baroque period were quite
different from those of the Classical period.

In the

Baroque sonatas, there were no tune elements present
nor was there any thematic development.

The movements

were generally in a binary from as in the dance suite
movements (12:98).

Also, the Baroque sonatas generally

had one mood expressed in each movement.

This gave way

in the Classical sonatas to the practice of contrasting
moods within a movement.

In the Classical sonatas the

thematic development was very important as was unity within a movement, being achieved by a basic tonality.

The

Classical sonatas abandoned the use of the figured bass,
or continuo part, which was so common to the Baroque
sonatas (12:124).
In the Baroque period the violin sonatas attained
their highest development.

Most of the composers of the

violin schools wrote nothing but violin sonatas (15:2056).
Although there were many early sonatas for keyboard
instruments being written, especially by Domenico
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Scarlatti (1685-1757), violin sonatas grew to be the
most popular work.

Composers of this period who wrote

for the violin were mainly from Italy and Germany.

In

Italy Giovanni Vitali (1644-1692} was the first important compser of violin sonatas, followed by Guiseppe
Torelli (1650-1708), then Arcangelo Corelli (1653-1713),
and then Antonio Vivaldi (1680-1743).

In Germany the

composers who popularized the violin sonatas were Johann
Rosenmuller (1620-1684), Heinrich von Biber (1644-1704),
and Georg Philipp Telemann (1681-1767).

J.

s.

Bach not

only worte violin sonatas but sonatas for harpsichord
and flute, harpsichord and viola, and many other sonatas
for different instruments (12:99).
As the violin was the main instrument in the
sonata literature of the Baroque period, the keyboard
instruments, such as the harpsichord, clavichord, and
especially the piano, became the dominating instruments
in the Classical period (12:80).

Many great composers

wrote keyboard sonatas such as Haydn with 49, Mozart
with 19, and Beethoven with his 32 piano sonatas (13:133).
Carl Philipp Emanul Bach and Johann Christian Bach were
very important in the development of the classical keyboard sonatas (12:125).
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Violin sonatas in the Classical period did not
experience any further advances as compared to those of
the Baroque period.

Composers such as Haydn with 12

violin sonatas, Mozart with 35 violin sonatas and Beethoven with 10 violin sonatas all wrote fine violin
sonatas but "none of these men gave to it as a solo insrument what they gave to the piano" (13:91).

The viola

rarely appeared in a sonata of the Classical period,
where as the cello appeared somewhat more (13:91).
In the Classical period sonatas for wind instruments were very seldom written, since for them much was
being done in the Classic concerto medium.

Beethoven

wrote one sonata for horn or cello, op. 17 and a flute
sonata.

A few bassoon sonatas were written including

works by Mozart, Boismortier, Devienne, Oginsky, and
Paxton (13:93).
For the newly popular clarinet the earliest known
sonata was by Johann Wanhal (1739-1813) Sonata per il
Clavicembalo o Piano-Forte con Clarinetto o Violino
obligato, No. 2.

Vienna:

Sauer, ca 1800.

Other early

composers of this period who wrote sonatas for piano and
clarinet were Samuel Friedrich Heine (1764-1821), Karl
Arnold (1794-1873), Franz Danzi (1763-1826) and Felix
Mendelssohn (1809-1847).

The piano parts in these
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clarinet sonatas had the more elaborate or dominating
parts, whereas the clarinet parts were more like accompaniments.

In fact all of the sonatas by these composers

were entitled "Sonata for Piano and Clarinet."

It was

not until 1880 that the first clarinet sonata read
"Sonata for Clarinet and Piano."

Ferdinand Ries' (1784-

1838) Sonate sentimentale pour Pianoforte et Flute

~

Clarinette obligee, Op. 169 was the last sonata written
in this early period.

It was forty-one years after this

sonata before the next clarinet sonata was written (11).
III.

SUMMARY

The development of the sonata was traced from the
canzona and the dance suite to that of the sonata da
chiesa and the sonata da camera.

From these last two

musical forms the true sonata was developed.

As it

developed throughout the Baroque and Classical period,
the sonata changed in its meaning, form and musical style.

CHAPTER III
A...~ALYSIS

I.

AND COMPARISON

BRAHMS' CLARINET SONATA, OPUS 120, NO. 2
IN E-FLAT MAJOR
Johannes Brahms, born in Hamburg, May 7, 1833,

died in Vienna, April 3, 1897, wrote two sonatas for the
clarinet in the summer of 1894 (17:85, 4:61).

These

sonatas were written after the clarinet trio and clarinet
quintet had aroused so much wide interest.

Brahms was

inspired to write the clarinet sonatas for his good
friend Richard Muhlfeld who was a fine clarinetist.
Brahms referred to Muhlfeld as "the nightingale of the
orchestra" (6:183).

In fact, the clarinet sonatas were

said to have been written for "Piano and Muhlfeld" rather
than for "Piano and Clarinet" ( 4: 61).
First Movement
Sonata form:

Allegro amabile:

4/4 meter.

The

opening theme of the exposition in E-flat major is
announced by the clarinet.

Accompanying the clarinet is

the piano with its broken chord patterns which ascends in
step-wise motion.
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Allegro amabile

After twenty-one measures of developing the opening
theme, the second theme is announced by the clarinet in
the key of B-flat major.

This theme has a different

character and is played in a sotto voce manner.

Brahms

uses a six measure canon between the clarinet and piano
to express this second theme.
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In the development section of this movement
Brahms divides it into four sections.

The first section

begins with the clarinet playing a sequence of two notes
before it finally announces the opening theme in B-flat
major.

1-

J' .. r

The second section of the development begins with the
piano playing the second theme in G minor as the clarinet
plays half notes on low E.

Here, Brahms is using the

clarinet as a pedal point bass.
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In the third section the piano plays the first four
notes of the opening theme.

As the piano prolongs the

last note of the four, the clarinet plays the remaining
motive of the theme.

Throughout this third section, the clarinet and piano
announce motives from the opening theme and answer
each other in triplet figures.

In the fourth section of

the development Brahms has the clarinet playing motives
of the first theme as the piano plays triplet figures.
As the development section ends with fifty-three
measures, it moves into the recapitulation in a smooth
and easy manner.
The recapitulation consists of a restatement of the
exposition but with some degree of changes.

The first

theme is again in the key of E-flat major.

The second

theme is announced not in B-flat major, but in E-flat
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major.

After the two themes are heard, Brahms begins

to announce the development again;

however, it does

not mature into a full development section, but rather
transforms into a coda.

In the coda section the clari-

netist again has triplet figures as the piano plays an
eighth note rhythm.

The coda ends with twelve measures

in the key of E-flat major.
Second Movement
Three-part form, A-B-A:

3/4 meter.

Allegro appassionato:

The A section starts with the clarinet

announcing the principle theme in E-flat minor.

This

theme is eight measures along and is played with much
drive and energy.

Brahms emphasizes the interval of a

sixth in this movement.

It is heard three times in the

theme and is repeated throughout the movement.

Allegro ap
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In the A section Brahms develops the principal
theme in two ways.

First, the clarinet is playing an

eighth note motive which is taken from the theme.

Secondly, the clarinet is later playing the theme in an
augmentation of fourteen measures.

Following the A section is the trio or B section
with fifty-seven measures.

This middle section is very

calm and the tempo is slower.

It is started by the piano

in B major and fourteen measures later it is played by
the clarinet.
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Sostenuto

I

Following the trio is the repetition of the A section.
Third Movement
Theme and variation form:
meter.

Andante con moto:

6/8

In this movement the principle theme is fourteen

measures in length and is divided into four parts.

The

first part of the theme is the statement which is played
by the clarinet and cadences after four measures in Bflat major.

Andante eon moto
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The next four measures are the confirmation also cadencing in B-flat major.

It is first played by the piano

and then picked up by the clarinet.

The following two measures are played by the piano and
cadences in G minor.

This is the contrast part.

The last four measures of the theme are the return part.
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It is played by the clarinet and ends in E-flat major.

Following the introductory theme, there are five
variations.

The first four variations follow the same

plan as the theme.
parts:

Each variation is divided into four

statement, confirmation, contrast, and return.

Each has the same cadences and is fourteen measures in
length.

The four variations express the theme in a

different manner and character.

The following examples

show only the beginning of each variation:
1st. variation

poeof
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2nd variation

molto p e dolctJ

3rd variation

4th variation
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The fifth variation appears to be the fourth
movement of this sonata since there is a key change to
E-flat minor and the time signature has been changed to
2/4.

However, this is not the case.

This variation has

been augemented to twenty-eight measures instead of
fourteen.

Each of the four parts has been doubled in

measures.

The statement and confirmation both have

eight measures now, and cadences in B-flat major.

The

contrast part now has four measures and cadences in Gflat major.

The return is eight measures long and modu-

lates to E-flat major.

Following the last variation is

a coda which starts off quietly and builds to an exciting
and dramatic finish after fifty-six measures.

II.

HINDEMITH'S CLARINET SONATE

Paul Hindemith, born in November 16, 1895, and
died in 1963, was a versatile musician.

He was known as

a composer, theorist, performer, teacher, and conductor

(17:317).

The contributions that he made to music of

the twentieth century were neoclassical counterpoint
and Gebrauchsmusik (12:174).

Hindemith was a very pro-

ductive composer and identified mainly with Germany.

He

had a very strong influence there on the more conservative
younger composers (3:1).

In 1939 he came to the United
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States and from 1942 to 1952 he was head of the Music
Department of Yale University (14:800).

Hindemith

later went back to Europe and became professor of
composition at Zurich University (17:317).
In the field of chamber music Hindemith returned
to writing duet and solo sonatas in 1935, and within a
nine year period he wrote twenty-two new sonatas.

out

of these, ten were for wind instruments with piano.
These wind instrument sonatas form a compact group and
can be thought of as belonging to a single opus ( 3: 16).
William Austin in his book, Music in the 20th Century
said this about Hindemith's works:
What Hindemith achieved nevertheless was vast
and valuable. His work deserves to be studied apart
from its history, for it includes many pieces that
will long give delight to singers, players, and
listeners, untroubled by historical consideration,
and this delight is no mere pleasant pastime, but
an exercise of the spirit (1:397).
First Movement
Sonata form:
meter.

Massig bewegt

(J

= 100-108):

3/4

The first movement starts with the clarinet

announcing the principle theme of the exposition.

It is

seven measures in length and has a sweeping quality.

JO

After eighteen measures of developing the principle theme, the clarinet announces the second theme.
It sounds mysterious and is agitated by a counter line
played by the piano.

As the first part of the development section
begins, the clarinet is playing a motive taken from the
second theme.

The motive is announced seven times by

the clarinet and piano in a canon style.
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In the second part of the development, a motive
taken from the principle theme is announced and developed
by both instruments.

The development section ends after

forty-four measures.

The recapitulation section in Hindemith's sonata
is not a duplication of the exposition.

When the

principle theme returns, the clarinet is announcing it
in its highest register; whereas, in the exposition it
was played in its middle register.

The piano part also
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has been changed to a tremolo type of accompaniment;
whereas in the beginning it had a melodic line.

~
~
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The principle theme is only heard for nine measures in
this section; therefore, the second theme is played much
sooner.

Before Hindemith ends the recapitulation, he

announces the principle theme once again, but in an augmentation.
eleven.

The seven measure theme is now lengthened to

Attached to the recapitulation is a twelve

measure coda.

It is very serene and ends on a major

chord in B-flat.
Second Movement
Rondo form:

Lebhaft (

d

bis 92):

2/2 meter.

This movement which is very lively is divided into
seven sections:

A - B - A - B - C - A - B.

section has the following number of measures:
11 - 14 - 26 - 18 - 18.

Each
11 - 14 -
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The clarinet starts the A theme which is five
measures long.

The theme is very light in its texture

for the tempo is quick.

The piano plays eighth notes

beneath the theme.

Lebhaft (d his 92.>
~

p

The B section has a much more forceful theme which begins
low and ascends quickly.

-
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As the A section returns, the piano this time is announcing the theme as the clarinet is playing half notes.
When the B section returns, the piano again takes the
theme as the clarinet plays a counter melody.
As the C section is introduced for the first
time, the clarinet plays a theme which iS twleve measures
long.

Beneath this theme, the piano plays an agitating

rhythm of four notes.

After the clarinet is finished with

the theme, the piano begins on this same theme.

Hinde-

mith now gives the clarinet motives from the A theme to
be played over the C theme.
Following the C section, the A and B sections are
again heard, but Hindemith does not have the complete
theme played in each section.

Only motives from the two

themes are played as the movement ends.
Third Movement
Sonata form:
meter.

Sehr langsam

(,P etwa 56):

4/8

The exposition starts with a slow melodic theme

played by the clarinet.
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Sehr langsam (Jl etwa 56)

f

After nineteen measures of the first theme, the second
theme is announced.
begins.

Soon after the development section

It starts very quietly with the clarinet

playing a melodic line which is composed of triplet
notes.

Hindemith employs the triplet figures throughout

the twenty-nine measures of the development, both in
clarinet and piano parts.
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As the principal theme returns in the recapitulation played by the clarinet, Hindemith has the piano
play a pronounced rhythm of dotted sixteenths and
thirty second notes beneath the theme.

I J.
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This rhythm is heard throughout the first theme of the
recapitulation.

The second theme returns for eight

measures and comes to a quiet halt.
Fourth Movement
Klein es Rondo, gemachlich ( d

-

88):

2/2 meter.

This movement is divided into A - B - A - C - A - B - A
sections.

The first A section starts with a lively nine

measure theme by the clarinet as the piano has eighth
notes.
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Kleines Rondo,gemachlich (d 88)

The B section starts with the clarinet playing a
theme which is quite different from the A theme.

It is

seven measures long and is legato compared to the theme
A which is more staccato.

Beneath this legato line the

piano has a syncopated rhythm constructed in a rhythmic
grouping of three while the clarinet is playing the B
theme in four.
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After section B, there is a short return of A for six
measures.
Following this comes the C section which is
introduced in a canon style.
theme in the right hand.

The piano starts the C

It is followed by the left

hand two beats later and then followed by the clarinet
another two beats later.

After fifteen measures of the C section, the A
section returns for nineteen measures.

At this time,

the clarinet plays only motives of the A theme and then
finally, the entire A theme is played.

The B section

again follows for seventeen measures; followed by the A
section for the last time.

The A section ends in a

quiet passage announcing a four note motive.
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III.

COMPARISON OF BRAHMS' AND HINDEMITH'S
CLARINET SONATAS

Brahms wrote his clarinet sonata in 1894 and
forty-five years later in the year of 1939 Hindemith
wrote his.

Just from these dates one would expect to

find many differences between the sonatas; yet, there
are similarities.

The following will be a comparison of

the elements of style and techniques used by the composers
in their sonatas.
Themes
On the subject of melodies or themes, both composers wrote themes in a different style.

Brahms' themes

were melodic and legato; whereas, Hindemith's were more
disjunct with dissonants skips.

His theme was also brief

motives or fragmentary melodies rather than a continuous
melodic line.
Brahms usually employed an even number of measures
in his theme.

For instance, in the first and second

movements the principle themes were eight measures long,
and in the third movement it was four measures.
Hindemith, he employed odd number of measures.

As for
His

principle theme in the first movement contained seven
measures, the second movement contained five, the third
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contained seven, and the last movement used nine
measures.
Harmony
The harmonies or chords used by Brahms differed
from Hindemith's.

Brahms generally used diatonic har-

monies which were rich and dark although he did make use
of chromaticism.

He established a key feeling and stayed

within that key.

There were shifting tonalities but

this generally happened throughout modulatory passages.
In contrast, Hindemith's harmonies were dissonant as a
result of linear independence.

He used chords built on

intervals of fourths and fifths and used chords without
thirds.

His chord progressions often moved in parallel

motion of fifths or octaves.

All of these things made

his harmonies sound hollow with an oriental flavor.
Tonalities in Hindemith's sonata were often obscured
and remote from the beginning of each movement to the
end.
Rhythm
Both men seemed to favor certain types of rhythmic
figures.

Brahms used the triplet figures many times in

the first and second movements.

Hindemith also employed

this figure to a great extent in the third movement
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although there were also traces of this in the first and
second movements.
Rhythmic figures of sixteenth notes were employed
by both men.

Brahms used these figures in his first and

especially his last movement.

Hindemith employed these fig-

ures in the themes of the first and second movements.
As for other types of rhythm, Brahms made use of
notes grouped in fives, sixes, eights, and nines; whereas
Hindemith deemed it unnecessary to employ this type of
rhythm.

The dotted eighth and sixteenth note patterns

were also used by Brahms in his last movement, but
Hindemith made use of this figure constantly throughout
his sonata.
Meter
The types of meters employed by the two composers
were quite different.

Brahms used a more common type

of meter which stayed constant throughout a movement.
His first movement used a time signature of 4/4, the
second a 3/4, and the third a 6/8 although in this movement the meter changed to 2/4 for the last variation.
Hindemith used several different kinds of meters.

The

first movement started in 3/4 but throughout it the
meter changed from 2/4 to 9/8 to 6/8 and back to 3/4.
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The second movement used a 2/2 meter, but changed just
for a measure to J/2.
stayed at 4/8.

In the third movement the meter

The last movement had one meter change

for a single measure from 2/2 to 5/4.

One other thing

that Hindemith did was that of employing two different
meters at the same time.

For example, in the first

movement the clarinet played in a J/4 meter while the
piano used a 9/8 meter.
Contrapuntal Devices
Both composers wrote in a contrapuntal style
and used devices such as canon, sequences, imitation,
and repetition throughout their sonatas.

One interesting

section of Brahms' use of counterpoint was in the first
variation of the last movement.

It took place between

the clarinet and a single line of the piano.

Hindemith

did a similar thing when he introduced the second theme
of the first movement.
The canon device was used by Hindemith much more
than Brahms, who only used it twice, and both times when
the second theme in the first movement was announced.
Hindemith used the canon in several places.

In the first

movement he wrote a three measure canon between the
piano and clarinet.

The piano started the first theme

and a beat later the clarinet entered.
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In another section the canon was used for nine
measures between the clarinet and the piano which came
in four beats later.

In the third movement the canon

appeared for five measures between the piano and clarinet
which entered three beats later.

There were several

other sections where Hindemith used the canon device.
Another type of device employed by the composers
was the use of accent marks and ties across the bar line
to break down the feeling of the bar line.

Brahms did

not use it as often as Hindemith, but he did use it in
the last variation.

Here, the clarinet and piano are play-

ing sixteenth notes in contrary motion against each other.
Hindemith employed this device in several sections of
the second movement.
Acquisition of Technical Skill
These clarinet sonatas are a challenge to the
clarinetist since both composers made good use of the
capabilities of the instrument.

The demands made upon

the clarinetist incorporate all aspects of clarinet playing.

One important and challenging demand is technical

skill which involves finger coordination, articulation,
and tone.
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Throughout both works, there are many passages
where technique must be mastered through repetition in
intelligent practice.

Certainly, a clarinetist must

have some degree of skill before he attempts these
sonatas.

In general the Brahms sonata with its legato

style takes a finger movement that is smooth and even;
whereas the Hindemith sonata which is more disjunct in
style takes a more deliberate finger action.

However,

in both works the clarinetist must develop an accurate
and precise finger technique.

Tone quality and the con-

trol of the tone for dynamic contrast is very important
and essential also.

The type of tone that is required

to perform the Brahms sonata is one that is rich and
dark with the tones being connected in a legato fashion.
In Hindemith's the tone quality is much lighter with
more separation between each tone.

Since both works

have many minute dynamic contrast, the clarinetist
must have complete control over his tone and especially
his instrument.

Therefore, without the acquisition of

technical skill, musical expression will be incomplete
since nuances of tempo, dynamics, and tone could not be
expressed to its fullest.
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IV.

SUMMARY

This chapter on Analysis and Comparison was
written so that a better and fuller understanding of the
two clarinet sonatas could be attained.

The main points

analyzed were: (1) principle and secondary themes; (2)
motives; (3) form of each movement; (4) key relationships; and (5) types of devices.

The following topics

were compared: (1) themes, (2) harmony, (3) rhythm,

(4) meter, (5) contrapuntal devices, and (6) acquisition
of technical skill.

C~P~RIV

SUMMARY
I.

HISTORY OF SONATA

The word "sonata" carried various meanings throughout its history.

In its earliest meaning it indicated

that a composition was to be played by an instrument.
In the present sense sonata means a composition of dignified character, consisting of two to four movements
written for solo piano, or for piano with another instrument.

When a sonata is played by two instruments, one

should remember that both instruments have equal parts
in the work.
The development of the sonata began with the
canzona and the dance suite and proceeded to the sonata
da Chiesa and the sonata da camera and finally to the
Classical sonata.

The canzona developed from the French

chanson, a vocal form of the sixteenth century and was
used either as a vocal or instrumental piece.

Instru-

mental music departed from vocal music with the development of the canzona.

As the canzona changed in its style

and form, it slowly developed into a sonata of the early
type.

As church organists started using the early

sonata of this period in the musical part of the Roman
Catholic services, it took on the name of sonata da
chiesa.

During this same period of the seventeenth

century, the sonata da camera was being developed.

This

sonata evolved from the field of dance music or dance
suites.

As the sonata da chiesa and the sonata da

camera matured, they took on each other's characteristics
and slowly the distinction between the two vanished

and

settled into one, the sonata.
The sonatas of the Baroque period differed from
those of the Classical era.

The characteristics of the

Baroque sonatas were: (1) tune elements and thematic
development were not present; (2) movements were in
binary form; (3) only one mood was expressed in each
movement; and (4) the figured bass or continuo was important.

In the Classical sonatas there were : (1) con-

trasting moods within a movement; (2) thematic development;
and (3) unity within each movement.
The violin sonatas attained their highest development in the Baroque period; whereas the keyboard sonatas
reached their highest development in the Classical era.
The sonatas for wind instruments were very seldom composed
since much was being written for them in the concerto
medium.
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II.

ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON

Two clarinet sonatas (one of Brahms' in E-flat
major and one of Hindemith's of 1939) were analyzed
and compared as to their forms, themes, harmonies,
rhythms, meters, devices and technical skill.
sonata used the following forms:

Brahms'

(1) First movement a

sonata form; (2) Second movement a three-part form,
A-B-A; and (3) Third movement a theme and variation
form.

Hindemith's sonata used: (1) First movement a

sonata form; (2) Second movement a rondo form; (3) Third
movement a sonata form; and (4) Fourth movement a small
rondo form.

Brahms' themes were in a melodic or legato

style; whereas Hindemith's were disjunct with dissonants skips.

The harmonies used by Brahms were diatonic

with an established key feeling.
nant with obscured tonalities.

Hindemith's were dissoEach composer used

similar rhythmic figures such as triplets, sixteenth
notes, and dotted eight and sixteenths.

The types of

meters employed by Brahms were of a more common type
Which stayed constant throughout a movement.

Hindemith

used several kinds of meters which changed frequently.
Both composers used such contrapuntal devices as canons,

sequences, imitations and repetitions throughout their
sonatas.

To adequately perform these sonatas a

thorough understanding of form and style is needed
along with an acquisition of technical skills.
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